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Dr. Michael Wald, author of Frankenfoods: GMO Controversy, Lies as well as your Health, gives a riveting perspective of
the GMO predicament, exploring governmental and industry cover-ups, health hazards, environmental threats, GMO-free
foods plans and dishes, nutritional supplements and other practical solutions. Wald declares, " Dr. Anyone interested in
protecting their health insurance and that of their loved ones, friends and the earth must educate themselves and
consider political and personal actions right now?The GMO problem is here now to stay."
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Bye-bye corn-chips! Wow! My husband has been caution me about not wanting to eat GMO foods for quite a while. I
think I'll get rid of that last bag of corn chips in the pantry! Doctor Michael Wald will take us on a trip to a disease free,
healthy lifestyle and brings awareness that's necessary for every household in order to protect our health and wellness
and the surroundings. It couldn't have come at an improved time. In the event that you food shop, cook, or eat, you
should read this publication! he also deals with problems on a political and environmental level.And a helpful set of
foods we should be familiar with, the book also goes as far as to provide us produce code figures, within the
supermarket, to inform us which foods have GMO's.Franken Foods, like our aged friend Frankenstein, compares the
"botched up" experiment of GMO foods to the "abominable" outcome of what happened whenever a well-meaning and
perfectly researched scientific experiment resulted in Frankenstein. This is a great reference device for anyone who eats
for years to come! Wald has enormous professional credentials, along with extensive literary, television, and presenting
and public speaking exposure, which makes him an ideal guy because of this job. Browse the book. It'll change the way
you eat, and quite probably, your life. Most of us need this book! FRANKENFOODS----Controversy, Lies and Health Risks
By Dr. Michael B.FRANKENFOODS is a reserve we should all have inside our homes. Wald has written a great book on all
aspects of the bombardment inside our lives by genetically altered organisms (GMOs) and genetically altered foods
(GMFs): how they're used, what they do, how they are created and their inherent hazards.The book’s ‘Table of Terms’
help explain the normal terminology in the food and health industry. Excellent Book Everyone should read read this book
and use the information to structure your as well as your family's diet. This book is perfect to answer any questions you
might have about GMOs. It actually gives several pages of easy recipes for GMO-free of charge and gluten-free weight
reduction.There is a synopsis of the food giant Monsanto and government agencies, such as the EPA and FDA who turn a
blind eye to the potential dangers to the world environment also to the human health consequences of GMOs and GMFs.
As a wonderful reference publication, Dr. Wald addresses: the issues with GMO nourishment; links to cancer, allergies,
sudden infant loss of life syndrome; gene modification; most common GM foods; how exactly to determine NON-GMOs;
He also gives very useful suggestions about how to protect ourselves. WaldA Review:Dr. Wald clears up all of the
controversy over the GMO situation; extremely concise. that is a must examine for everyone.. The book Frankenfoods,
GMO (genetically altered organisms) by Dr. Michael Wald is quite informative and right to the idea. I learned a great
deal of details reading this book. was readable and it switches into great detail about what exactly it really is and where
to it is found. Michael Wald provides written a thorough, friendly information-packed book, exclusive in it's issue and
answer style. Dr. Groundbreaking This book will scare you into changing the options you make about the foods you get
and consume. An important book This book is incredibly informative. For those who have kids, and you certainly are a
consumer, and live in america, and value you family's health you must read this book and talk about it with everyone
you like. It is written clearly and is scientific however easy to read and understand. reading generate stickers and
“Circular Up” ready crops. Franken Foods, Controversy, Lies as well as your Health is a great way to obtain information
with useful, easy answers to protect you as well as your family's health. Life changing This book is a MUST buy. Very
helpful. Finally someone cared enough to write a book like this. You will never look at meals the same again. Having
been a patient of Dr. Wald's for over 2 years, I am the HEALTHIEST I've ever been in my entire life. GMO's explained -
FINALLY! An absolute must have book Frankenfoods is a good documented, and comprehensive book about the dangers
of GMO, packed with information that people don't normally see or hear on mainstream mass media. Dr. I recommend it.
We are in need of more awareness about the food we eat As a blood malignancy survivor prohibited to take not food to
boost my health, I am concerned that the manipulation of my food was a contributing factor to my malignancy. This book
lays everything out; This reserve brings these things to light and must be read by all people. With tumor risk as high as 1
in 3 people at lifetime risk, we need to protect our meals supply. Wald exposes medical risks and environmental impact
of GMOs and GMFs because the reserve addresses and answers, comprehensive, a series of questions about GMOs. This
book is a blueprint for better nourishment. It really is scary when you understand what is in much of the food Americans
are eating. READ THIS Publication! It has answered all of my questions, i will be sharing the info with relatives and
buddies, great book, good go through.Fikisha CumboExecutive ProducerCACE INT’L TV Great book!. The info in concise,
and easy to digest, and, to be honest, unnerving. It offers clear, proven information about the GMO process, myths, and



affects on our health. Finally Finally the word is out in an easy to read and understanding way. Dr. Wald's Frankenfoods
riveting description of what's happening inside our food market and what we can do about it is explained very well.
Frankenfoods is certainly timely and should be examine by all. I am aware of the effects of GMO's before nevertheless
Dr. Wald digs deeper with this problem and gives great tools for everyday life. Not satisfied with only addressing the
many possible health issues to human beings (and there are quite a few serious potential hazards); In addition,
FRANKENFOODS explains dietary supplementation, brain nourishment, immune regulation, hormone balance, and
digestive support. I was acquainted with some of the info from reading other books, but Dr. Wald! He breaks stuff down
obviously and concisely so that the information in it is possible to grasp for everyone.Dr. I recommend that if you food
shop, cook or eat you need to read this publication and seriously consider the results of the meals you are placing into
your body. The very best GMO publication out there.! I am recommending it to everyone I understand and match. Must
read for just about any health conscious consumer, and to talk about it with any harmful unconscious friends to bring
them into recognition. If you are serious about improving your wellbeing and standard of living, please buy this book.
What's " GMO" and how do foods such as this affect me personally? I'm hearing all of this stuff about GMO's and how
bad they are for you and now I KNOW. I now rely on good quality meals, as organic as you possibly can, to make sure I
am obtaining as much nourishment from the foods we evolved eating and not the foods that WE have evolved into money
machines for big agribusiness. clear, concise and easy to understand. Excellent! A must have book. many thanks so much
for taking the time to create about this matter. That is an important publication for those who are wanting to take
personal responsibility because of their health! The Query and Answer format gives concise insight into the real
concerns of GMO's. Before you eat your next food, please read this reserve. Thank you Dr. Wald's publication has
actually increased my knowledge bottom.
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